
Banking by 
       Appointment

Banking by Appointment Helps Needham Bank
Deliver First Rate Service

Needham Bank represents the evolution of community banking, 
offering the latest financial products, technologies, and 
services. As a privately held mutual bank, Needham Bank 
considers the communities it serves as its shareholders. 

Challenges They Faced

How to:

• Encourage customers to visit bank branch
locations

• Adopt new technologies to drive efficiency while
retaining the intimacy of community banking

• Deliver the very best personal banking possible
• Succeed and grow in a very competitive bank market

The Solution
• TimeTrade’s “Banking by Appointment” online appointment scheduling lets

customers easily schedule in-branch appointments or phone calls with bank
representatives.

Benefits of Banking By Appointment
• Streamlines and simplifies the process of scheduling appointments between

customers and the bank
• Connects customers directly with the banker who can best meet their individual

needs
• Continues bank’s longstanding tradition of truly personalized banking
• Increased customer satisfaction, loyalty and retention
• Improved efficiency and time management of bank staff

About Needham Bank

EMPLOYEES: 170

INDUSTRY: Community Banking

PRODUCTS: TimeTrade’s Banking 
By Appointment Online Appointment 
Scheduling

“TimeTrade’s unmatched 
convenience for both the 
customer/prospect and 
bank employee has created 
tangible value on both 
sides of the equation. It is 
tough to quantify ‘service,’ 
‘trust,’ and ‘convenience’ in 
dollar value, but we know 
TimeTrade has helped elevate 
our service to an upper 
echelon of convenience and 
satisfaction.”

Eric Morse
First Vice President, Needham Bank

CASE STUDY



Needham Bank: 
The Story
A Better Way to Connect, 
Engage, and Meet 

Before its deployment of TimeTrade, 
Needham Bank scheduled 
appointments through what Eric R. 
Morse, Needham Bank’s first vice 
president of marketing and retail sales 
describes as “the typical cumbersome 
approach where we’d ask customers if 
they’re available... leading to a painful 
game of phone tag and scheduling 
confusion.” Says Morse: “We needed a 
better solution. We needed a modern 
solution.” 

Personal Banking Through 
“Banking by Appointment” in 
Every Branch

“TimeTrade helps make the bank and 
bankers as accessible as we can,” says 
Morse. To foster accessibility, Needham 
Bank features the capability for 
customers to schedule an appointment 
directly from the bank’s website to 
quickly book a specific personal or 
business banker at a location of their 
choosing on a day and time that’s 
convenient for them. “TimeTrade gives 
customers an easy way to gain access 

to their personal banker, without having 
to make a million phone calls. This is a 
service that resonates with customers 
and prospects alike,” says Morse.

Appointments Deliver 
Higher Value

Needham Bank’s research shows 
that those customers who come in 
through web-based scheduling have 
been significantly more valuable 
than the bank’s average customer. 
Comparing the size of customer 
deposits alone, those customers who 
make appointments through TimeTrade 
are outpacing the bank’s average 
depositor by almost 4-to-1. John H. 
Whittaker, AVP Customer & Marketing 
Analytics at Needham Bank notes: 
“Those customers who make web-
based appointments show up at our 
bank ready to discuss precisely what 
they want, with a banker there ready to 
provide the answers or solutions to their 
direct needs.” This has helped facilitate 
a level of trust not common these days 
in banking and helps to fulfill the bank’s 
ultimate goal: ensuring a banking 
relationship which provides the utmost 
level of personal benefit.

Happy Customers = 
Loyal Customers

Since Needham Bank first deployed 
TimeTrade in 2013 the bank has 
not had any missed appointments. 
“Customers and prospects have found 
it convenient to simply say why they 
want to come in, choose an available 
time, and show up, often delighted that 
somebody is waiting, knows who they 
are and why they are here,” comments 
Morse.

“Those customers 
who make web-based 
appointments show 
up at our bank ready 
to discuss precisely 
what they want, 
with a banker there 
ready to provide the 
answers or solutions 
to their direct needs.”

John H. Whittaker
AVP Customer & Marketing 
Analytics, Needham Bank
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